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"Let's be honest, you can speculate
and invest in any of the thousands of
fraudulent coins, false tokens, and
fake crypto-currencies out there
anytime like Komid, MiningMax, or My
Big Coin. They offer no backing of
real gold, 24-hours a day as 1GOLD
does. Take gold out worldwide from
their ATM network with every ATM
on the Ethereum blockchain. All
transactions are recorded and you
can use your credit card, many
cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin, Tether,
or Ethereum (to name a few), or 

cash to get a gold bar out! Or just
take cash out with your crypto."

The Crypto Genius, Avril Angelica
often quotes 1irstGold USA and
1irstGold for why she likes them. She
is also a TRON lover with TRX in her
wallet and enjoys staking to earn
more. Avril got started at the shoe
store while fitting male dress shoes
and being told about crypto one day.
From there it was a 12-year ride to
the top of her wallet as it grew
larger and larger.

Above
Avril began in 2008 with $9,000.00 she

had saved in mattress money

THE LINK BETWEEN
REAL GOLD, CRYPTO,

AND REAL MONEY
 

AVRIL ANGELICA
TALKS ABOUT HER
CRYPTO JOURNEY
AND BECOMING A

CRYPTO GENIUS

AVRIL
ANGELICA



IT IS VERY
IMPORTANT

THAT YOU STAY
TRUE TO

YOURSELF.

AVRIL ANGELICA:

Start slow when investing with crypto and always use a Trust Wallet. I was

ready to lose everything if need be but did not engage in foolish behavior.



Not everyone will be happy that you suddenly are

viewed as smart and have a lot of money! It's

natural for friendships to come and go as you

change and learn more about crypto. If it's time

to move on, let your friendship drift apart

gradually, rather than fighting. Remember, Avril,

says, “A best friend today can easily become a

frenemy tomorrow.”

“You can downgrade the friendship by being less

available and spending less time with the person,”

Avril says. “This can be difficult if the decision is

one-sided, but it's important not to hurt or blame

the other person. You have to think about how it

will affect other mutual friendships. When you

dump someone, there's no going back.”

Come out, come
out, whenever
you're ready about
becoming rich -
but be careful.
Once friends find
out - you'll be
deluged.


